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“BE IT DONE UNTO ME ACCORDING TO YOUR WORD”
Luke 1:38
Dear Voluntas Family,
This issue of "Togetherness" is devoted to our General Assembly. We sent you
updates during the Assembly to keep all of our members in the loop in an effort to make
each you feel a part of what was going on.
This was an Assembly of Firsts for the USA District. For the first time we had five
delegates from our District and one from our Ethiopian Sector. This is also the first time
that the USA had two members elected to the Central Council. To top off these "Firsts",
we had another "First" when one of our USA Voluntas affiliates was chosen to be the
facilitator for the General Assembly. Fr. Daniel LeBlanc, OMI, a member of the Central
Park Team, did an outstanding job as the facilitator, leading the Assembly delegates in
three languages ( English, French and Spanish)! These are signs of the growth and
maturity of our District. We have been blessed in so many ways and now we had the
opportunity at the Assembly to share the gifts that we have been given with the wider
Voluntas family.
It was a great joy (and actually lots of fun) to be with our USA District and Sector
delegates. I think all would agree that there was a bond that was deepened among us
and that we were all grateful to form new relationships with members from throughout
the world. This is not to pretend that there were not some difficult moments, but overall
it was a time of blessing and new life for the Institute.
I'll share just one special moment. While the ballots for the election were being
counted ( and this is time consuming), the delegates were asked to remain in silence
and to pray the rosary. A CD was played with someone leading the rosary. I asked the
person next to me, "Who is that who is leading the rosary?" He responded, "That is the
voice of Fr. Parent." This was a very moving moment for me as I had the sense that Fr.
Parent’s spirit was with us along with the support of our USA and Ethiopian members.
Thank you for your prayers and all that you do to make the USA District a joyful
and wonderful place to be!
Fraternally,

Tony

Save the Dates!
2017 Plenary Gathering
March 3 & 4, 2017 at Newark Airport Crown Plaza, Elizabeth, NJ
Speaker: Dr. Robert Wicks

2017 August Retreat
August 1-3, 2017 at Daylesford Abbey, Paoli, PA

2017 August Congress
August 3-5, 2017 at Daylesford Abbey, Paoli, PA

2017 Sector Recollection Days
November 4, 2017 - Same date for Sectors A & B in two different locations. More info will
follow.

October Reflection
O Virgin Immaculate, radiant image of innocence and
grace, who dispels the darkness of impending night and
lifts us up to the brilliance of heaven, look with kindness
upon your children and those who are devoted to you,
who fly to your embrace. Star of the Morning, ready our
thoughts for the coming of the Sun of Justice, brought by
you into the world. Door of heaven, raise up our hearts so
that they desire Paradise. Mirror of justice, preserve in us
the love of divine grace, so that humble and joyful in the
fulfillment of our Christian vocation we may enjoy forever
the Lord’s friendship and your motherly consolation.
Saint Pope John XXIII
7 December 1959
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Council Notes
The Council met on September 15, 4:00 PM-6: 30 PM. The following items were discussed

1. Review of the evaluations from the Congress and Retreat. The evaluations were
overwhelmingly positive. Members especially appreciated Anthony Gittins.
2. Dr. Patricia Kelly, a psychologist from Philadelphia, has begun working with the Council on
developing a structured interview for new members. Next steps and dates were proposed.
3. The proposed themes and schedules for the Sector November recollection days were
discussed and approved. Thank you to Tom Wilhelm and Paul and Eileen Lang for creating
two excellent programs for November 5.
4. The committee reports with goals for the year were reviewed. The vocations committee
needs to be revisited. The webpage needs an Hispanic welcome video to parallel what is
done on the English page.
5. The Safe Environment/Response team proposal to revise our background check protocols
based on the updates from the American bishops was discussed and approved.
6. The March Plenary Gathering will take place March 3-4, 2015. Dr. Robert Wicks, a wellknown spiritual writer and psychologist, will be the speaker. His theme will be based on his
book, “Riding the Dragon”.
7. We will begin Assembly 2018 preparations at the Summer Congress in 2017. Br. Loughlan
Sofield will be with us for the preparation and the Assembly.
8. The Council will start working with him in March 2017. We are hoping to come up with
some new and creative ways of
approaching the Assembly.
9. Financial Issues: The Council
agreed to pay the travel expenses
for Andrew Sioleti and Rory
Murphy for their two trips to
Canada each year for the in
person central council meetings.
The cost will be deducted from
our annual tax to the Central
administration (which is 20% of
member contributions).
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Reflections on the 2016 General Assembly
As I reflect on the 2016 General Assembly
in Canada, I have come to the realization of how
blessed I am to be a part of the Voluntas Dei
Institute. Sometimes we are reminded in life just
how blessed we are when we become aware of
our brothers and sisters from other cultures. I
never once took into consideration that the
Voluntas Dei Institute operated much differently
in other countries than that of our US District.
The US District is truly blessed with the gifts,
talents and treasures that its members are.

the dancing “Clint
Eastwood” Ciorra,
complete with hat
and poncho!!!!
The only missing
piece to the
wardrobe was a six
shooter! And…
not to forget
Andrew Sioleti
“Schmoozing
Canadian Style”
with the chef in the
Ursuline Retreat
House that he was
able to maneuver
into the kitchen, to make and distribute, shots of
espresso throughout the long daily hours of
deliberations!

The 10 days were filled with prayer,
planning and passionate discussions. It seemed
that there was always something happening,
somewhere to be, some issue to discuss or to vote
on, a time for this, a time for that. For the most
part, it was a grueling schedule. I have a new
appreciation for those who work in the field of
languages. Listening to foreign languages being
translated while wearing headphones all day long,
can be like kneeling on rice! And…Yes, with
outstretched arms and a Bible in each hand!!
Someone once said: “Where two or three are
gathered there is politics!”

As I look back, in meeting some of the
members of the Voluntas Dei Institute from other
countries and spending time with them I truly
understand the vision of Fr. Parent, especially
when he writes: Our name, “Voluntas Dei,” is
already for each one of us an invitation to do
everything that can be pleasing to God…To
totally unite our actions to God’s good pleasure is
to become holy, to work at the salvation of souls,
to obtain glory for God; is to be ourselves
praisers of glory.

Despite the grueling schedule and the
politics involved, our time in Quebec was
unforgettable. Our “free” time was most
memorable. The morning adventures to St.
Starbucks, the evening trips to the “barn” or the
“chocolatier” for ice cream, the Mass at the
Basilica of Sainte –Anne-de Beaupre, the day trip
to the old city, and the visit to the Blessed
Sacrament in the Cathedral-Basilica of NotreDame were wonderful times of fellowship, lasting
conversations and prayer. As some of you saw in
the updates, the evening soirée hosted by the
diverse cultures was fun-filled to say the least. I
still laugh at the pictures of our lovable Director,
Tony! Especially the one where he appears to be

The “Voluntas Dei”must rapidly be a
saint. The Church claims us, and we must be
ready. (Louis-Marie Parent, O.M.I., January
1963) pg.4 CONSTITUTIONS
Jamie Bono
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US District Delegates

Central Council
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Reflections (continued)
The word that remains with me as I
reflect on our IVD Assembly in Quebec City in
July, is that of ‘belonging’. What it means to
‘belong’ to IVD and so, too, to our District and
also to a worldwide Institute. This concept of
'belonging' was deepened and broadened for
me, as I made contact with the forty odd
delegates from places like Canada, India, Sri
Lanka, Laos, Chile, Colombia, etc. There were
IVD university professors, parish workers,
hospital chaplains, teachers, carers .. you
name it. We were gathered together as a
family …. aware too of our many more sisters
and brothers united with us in prayerful spirit.

IVD in various milieu: be it the home, the
workplace or the seminary. Some stories
related difficulties; others were brimming with
enthusiasm, success and joy. Everyone
‘available’ and committed to the call of Fr.
Parent, our Founder, to become saints
wherever we are found.
Then we undertook the voting process
for the next Director General and his
Councillors. So many countries, so many
cultures, so many languages … just who could
these be? We remained in silence as we
awaited the result of the count. Finally there
was indeed 'white smoke', and this after only
one ballot. Dunstan was elected Director
General. Then the Central Council was also
voted in on a first ballot. A proud moment for
our small gathering and a sense of deep relief.
Voices sang strong and hearts brimmed with
joy at the next liturgy.

On arrival, I received a warm welcome
from my home team and was soon introduced
to the structure of the ten days ahead: prayer,
meetings, Eucharist, meals, etc. all in pretty
tight order. In the midst of it all the US District
members did manage to snatch time away for
an ice-cream cone at the local chocolatier.
That was our down time and fun time - and it
was also very good.

On a few evenings we enjoyed ‘soirées’
– much like our social gatherings at Paoli. The
Chilean delegates entertained us one evening
with their display of colorful traditional ponchos
and associated garb including black ‘stetsonlike’ hats. Tony stepped up for the US district
and donned a poncho and hat for the photoshoot. He cut a fine figure, albeit without a
horse.

The Assembly gathering took place in a
large space, utilizing tables and chairs set up in
a horseshoe shape for our group deliberations.
Large personalized files containing many, many
pages of reports and charts from all corners of
the globe were provided at our designated
places. It came across all rather ‘United
Nations – like’ in spirit … except maybe the
number of trees that we had felled! Next time it
was suggested we could utilize laptops and
download our documents. Business consisted
of reports, the creation of proposals, lengthy
discussions, and voting … all simultaneously
translated into French, English and Spanish.
We listened to stories shared from across
countries and continents, including our IVD in
Ethiopia. It was both inspiring and humbling. It
drew me a lot closer to our members in farflung parts of the world, and more aware of
their experiences. We heard about hundreds of

The final Mass presided over by Cardinal
Lacroix brought a colorful and joy-filled end to
our gathering. The newly elected Council was
called together at the altar as the assembly
blessed us, and then it was time to say our
farewells and head back home enriched and
renewed.
And so I reflect on the word ‘belonging’.
What does it mean to ‘belong’ to IVD? And
how do I live ‘belonging’ and ‘availability’ as IVD
in my part of the world, in the Present Moment?
Rory Murphy
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News from Ethiopia
Here we are doing fine. All our teams are doing well,
coming together to praise the Lord and encourage one
another to do the will of God by living secular life with our
brothers and sisters around them. Specially, we are really
reflecting on peace, justice, truth and mercy. They are the
most essential elements for human life.
Our Country Ethiopia is in horrible situation since last November and now the conflict
and protest between the government and two big regions,Oromia and Amhara, is getting
worse. There is too much military control and people are dying. Even yesterday during the
yearly celebration of Oromo's Thank giving day many people lost their life because of the
conflict between the government and the people.
So I ask you, to pray for our country and people so that peace, justice, truth and mercy
will prevail.
Please, I ask you to be with us by encouraging us to grow in our spirituality and our
mission..
with best regards and love.
TERFA DINKA

The Wolves in Our Lives
One evening an old Cherokee told his grandson about a battle that goes on inside people. He
said, “My son, the battle is between two ‘wolves’ inside us all. One is Evil. It is anger, envy, jealousy,
sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority,
and ego. The other is Good. It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence,
empathy, forgiveness, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith.”
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his
grandfather: “Which wolf wins?”
The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one that you feed.”
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My Date with Mother Teresa
of Calcutta

Teresa every speck of dust had better be gone.
After we invited the Salesians, religious sisters
and brothers and local clergy, Brother Pat Magee
and I began our drive to Harlem.

by Fr. Damian Colicchio

Upon our arrival we were told to sit outside
the chapel. There were some 20 or so Indian
priests lined up to see Mother. Since the Sisters
had no doors in the house, just beaded drapes,
we could hear Mother Teresa scolding each one
as they requested that she intervene for them to
stay in the United States. "Go back to India where
you are needed!" As she sternly rebuked each
one, I began to dread coming face to face with my
"date."

(This article was originally published in the
June 2008 issue of Togetherness-USA. We
thought it would be fitting to run it again in honor
of St. Teresa of Calcutta,
canonized on September 4, 2016)

We waited about two hours. Brother Pat
and I were the only ones left. Mother Teresa
came bouncing in and we introduced ourselves
and her first question was, "How many will be
there?" I stammered, "About 100." "All right- you
don't mind if all seven sisters and I come?" "Not at
all," I replied. She said, "They will follow in a
van. I will come with you."
Our car was old, no shocks. The New York
streets were full of potholes. We placed Mother
Teresa in the front seat between the two of us. It
was an old, old car. Just then the sisters smashed
the van into the wall. Mother told them gently,
“Leave it and get in the back,” Seven
sisters piled in the back of our car in three
layers, laughing, singing and giggling while
Mother Teresa smiled away. Off we went
and I prayed quietly that no policeman
would stop us (ten in a circus-like car) as
we journeyed, hitting every pothole
between Harlem and Newton.

It was an April morning in 1978. I was
Rector of St. Francis Prep Seminary in Newton,
New Jersey. About 9:30 am, two or three brothers
came to my office and asked, to my surprise, if I
would call Mother Teresa and invite her to speak to
our community. They had the number of the
Harlem convent. Knowing such requests are not
arranged in such a simple manner, I doubted if this
were possible. But the brothers begged and
pleaded that I at least try. So I did.
I dialed the number, identified myself and
was told to hold. Within seconds, Mother Teresa
was talking and I was tongue-tied. I blurted out
asking if she would consider coming to talk to our
students and friars. Her answer was instant, “Of
course!” Thinking I had to go through some
elaborate system, I answered, “When, Mother?”
“Today! Pick me up at 2:30.” Click! Holy Moses!
I just made a date with MotherTeresa!
I immediately called the community
together, declared an end to all classes and
planned for every possible contingency. I warned
everyone that when I returned with Mother
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We arrived at the seminary about 6 p.m.
Thinking they might be hungry I asked Mother if
she and the Sisters would like to eat. "That would
be nice." Contingency one was ready. They ate in
the friars' dining room. The food was prepared by
Brother Hilary and everyone was asked to leave
the Sisters in peace. I then checked the
auditorium. ·It was packed to the gym beams with
about 800 people. They came from Pennsylvania,
New York, Connecticut, and all parts of New
Jersey .The word had spread rapidly. I went
back.to the dining room, shaking my head in
disbelief.

As the sisters exited the dining room I led
them to the gym. When Mother Teresa entered and
saw the crowd she turned to me and said, "Father,
you are such a liar!" I thought for sure I had been
sentenced to hell. Then Mother smiled. A sigh of
relief could be heard as I exhaled.

end with Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament. Her eyes beamed. "You are the first
priest to suggest that —yes! Absolutely."
Our large chapel was filled from wall to
wall. No one had left. Our students and visitors
sang with one glorious voice. When it was over
she came to me and I could
see that I was in her good
graces. It was 11 pm and
time for our next contingency.
"Father, please have
the brothers drive the sisters
home." And, according to the
arrangements we made for
our "date," I was to drive
Mother Teresa to visit a
paralyzed woman who lived
in Jersey City. We arrived at
the woman's home after
midnight. Her house was
easy to find because all of
the lights were on and
hundreds of people
surrounded the building.

Mother Teresa's talk was inspiring. She
told us how she was given the courage to work
with the "poorest of the poor." She went on to say
that the United States was economically rich but
spiritually poor. And finally she spoke of St.
Francis of Assisi as her inspiration. It was
because of St. Francis that she re-directed her
life to serve and live with the poor and the dying.
When she finished her talk everyone made
a mad dash to take a photo with Mother or to get
her autograph. I tried to intervene but her firm
voice told me to leave them alone. She said she
made a deal with God. "One soul out of purgatory
for every photo taken of me or for each time I sign
my name." We waited and waited and waited. It
was now almost 10:30 pm. I suggested that we

As we left the seminary,
Father Gene Romano
jumped in the car to keep us
company. Mother Teresa
explained that this paraplegic
woman offered her suffering
for her. Every time Mother
Teresa visited the United
States she paid her a visit. When we arrived,
Mother asked Father Romano and me to come
meet the woman, bless her and then go home.
She said the 'woman's husband would drive her
back to Harlem. Like two little altar boys we did
as we were told. I thanked her and invited her to
come back for a second "date." Her response
was, "I never go to a place a second time."
My notes and transcript of her talk were
printed in a small magazine, but in 1999 Flood
Floyd destroyed the only copy I had. However,
my "date" with Mother Teresa has stayed in my
memory as if it happened yesterday. It was one of
the Lord's greatest blessings in my lifetime.
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Happy Birthday!
!
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October!

!
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09!
11!
12!
13!
14!
14!
19!
24!
24!
29!

-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!

Tim Corbley! ! ! !
Tony Ciorra! ! ! !
Julie Devine! ! ! !
Miki Feldman!! ! !
Michael Ruane! ! !
Damian Colicchio! !
Claudia Bruno! ! !
Jamie Bono
Jean-Pierre Jaccius
Andrew Sioleti! ! !
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!
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07!
24!
30!
! !
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December! !

!
!
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November

07!-!
08!-!
12!-!
14!-!
16!-!
29!-!
30!-!

Judith Schotka!
Virgene Nolan
Gene Napier
Bob Surowiec!
Tom Wilhelm
Madeleine Graells
Donald Patience

January

!

!

!

!

!

!

Michael Cronin! !
Gerard Steffener!!
Peter Francis!! !
! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!

09!-!
15!-!
22!-!
24!-!
29!-!

Eileen Theys
Joe McGlynn
George Hazler
Alex Ibarra
Diane Conforti

Happy Anniversary!
! !

!

Tom Wilhelm - October 6, 1973
Patricia & Michael Ruane - October 7, 1972
Ellen & Gene Napier - October 9, 1965
Moonyean & Donald Patience - October 13, 1973
Judith & John Schotka - October 13, 1956
Betty & Bill Reuter - October 19, 1968
Rory Murphy - December 16, 1988
Elaine & Dominic Basile - December 18, 1965
Andrew Sioleti - December 26
Julie & Tom Devine - December 27,1969
Selma & Neil Flood - January 24, 1959
Mary & Skip Buckman - January 28, 1967
!
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Remembrances
A weekly homily by John O’Neill
reflecting on the Sunday readings
and applying them to our
Voluntas Dei spirituality can be
found on the international
website at
www.voluntasdei.org

Art Candreva
Tom Furlong
Malachy Higgiston
Augustine Katady
Raymond Lefebvre
George Pereirra
Eleanor Suroweic

Visit our website at voluntasdeiusa.org

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF
VOWED/COMMITTED MEMBERS
Our statutes require that by virtue of our
vow of poverty that all vowed members
contribute 7-10% and committed
members 2% of their net income.
Aspirants and Probationers participate in
the financial support of the Institute
according to their means.
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All contributions should be sent directly
to the Chair of the District Finance
Committee: Mr. Paul Lang, 26 Settler
Court, Tinton Falls, NJ 07753.
If any member is unable to contribute
according to our statutes, they should
communicate this directly to Tony Ciorra.
He is the only one that will receive this
information and it will be received with
compassion and kept strictly confidential.
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